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Once upon a time. 

That’s always a good way to start a story. People know when they hear the words “once 

upon a time” that a story is going to follow. They know that the story is probably not going to be 

historically true but it will probably have some important moral or ethical truth. When you say 

“once upon a time,” you have raised peoples’ expectations. You’d better follow those words with 

a good story, or, at least, a tolerable story and there really should be some kind of lesson to be 

learned from it. 

With all of that in mind . . . once upon a time there was a preacher. He’d been a preacher 

for many years. And it seemed to him like he had to be doing something right because people 

kept coming back every Sunday (or watching online when a really bad sickness was going 

around and going to church wasn’t a good idea). If they didn’t like what he was preaching, the 

preacher reasoned, they wouldn’t come back. If his preaching was really really bad they would 

be throwing hard objects and soft vegetables at him. So, this preacher kept on preaching, Sunday 

in Sunday out, month in month out, year in year out. 

This preacher took preaching pretty seriously. He had acquired a huge number of books 

about the Bible for research purposes and often consulted websites which he found to be reliable 

sources of information and insights about the passages he would preach upon. He really tried to 

be pretty conscientious in how he prepared and delivered his sermons. 

One day, this preacher was sitting at his desk. He had like about a dozen books open and 
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lots of scraps of paper with notes to himself scattered all over the desk. His web browser had 

about twenty different Biblical scholarship pages open. This was good. The books, the notes, the 

websites, all of it, made him feel very comfortable and gave him great confidence that he was 

going to write a pretty good sermon that week. 

There was a polite knock on the doorway and the preacher looked up from his work. 

Who should be standing there but Jesus. Jesus didn’t look like any of the pictures the 

preacher had ever seen. Jesus was wearing a Hawaiian shirt and a pair of beige Dockers. His hair 

was kind of short and there was no beard. But there was no mistaking that this was Jesus. He just 

radiated Jesus-ness. 

“May I come in?” Jesus asked. 

“Of course, Jesus. Please come in. Can I get you anything?” 

“I’m good,” Jesus said as He sat down in a chair facing the preacher’s desk. 

You can understand why Jesus showing up would make the preacher a little jumpy. Was 

this some kind of personnel review? Usually that sort of thing was delegated to human beings. If 

the big boss, the head of the church, was going to give you your review . . . it probably wasn’t 

going to be good news. 

“What can I do for you, Jesus?” the preacher asked, hoping his voice wasn’t shaking as 

badly as his body. 

“You working on your sermon?” Jesus asked. 

“Yes . . . sir.” 

“What are you preaching on?” Jesus asked. 

“Matthew 13:1-9 and 18-23.” 
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“Oh,” Jesus said with a smile. “The Parable of the Sower! That was a good one. I don’t 

know what was going on but the crowds were a little dense that day. I had to explain it to them.” 

“Yes,” the preacher said. “Great parable. Great imagery and symbolism. Great 

explanation.” 

“You think so?” Jesus said. “That is so kind of you. But something I don’t understand, 

Preacher, is that if the parable was great and the explanation I gave was great, why do you feel 

the need to say more?” 

The preacher started to say “Because that’s what they pay me to do” but was afraid that 

might sound a little to materialistic. “Because my congregation takes the Bible very seriously 

and always wants to learn more.” 

“Okay,” Jesus answered. “Point taken. But what more is there to say? My parables were 

stories, not lectures on theology. They were self-contained units. I told the people parables 

because parables always provoke greater thought and reflection. Parables were a way for people 

to discover truths, not memorize them. Why would you want to take that experience away from 

them by handing them your own interpretation as if you’d been struck by a lightning bolt and 

been given a direct revelation of Eternal Truth itself?” 

The preacher squirmed. He hoped that this was only a nightmare, albeit the worst 

nightmare a preacher could ever have. “Well . . . you see, Jesus . . . the thing is . . .” 

Jesus burst out into laughter. “Relax. I’m messing with you. Your people do need your 

sermons and I’m not here to criticize. But, I’d like you to consider if maybe, once in a while, you 

just need to let the parable speak for itself.” 

So, that’s exactly what I did. 


